On the Other Hand...

Read the clues. The Latin or Greek root is hidden within the clues. Look for the word parts that are the same in the boldface words.

1. Another Latin root for see. A television transports visual images into your home. Vision is your sense of sight. Something that cannot be seen is invisible.

   Latin root for see: ___ ___ ___
   1 2

2. Greek root for heat. An oral thermometer takes your internal temperature. A thermos keeps heat in. Raise or lower the thermostat to change the temperature indoors.

   Greek root for heat: ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
   4

3. Latin root for build. A building is a structure. A place where a building is being built is a construction site. The infrastructure is the underlying inner framework of a building or system.

   Latin root for build: ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
   6 5 3

4. Latin root for hear. The people who go to a concert make up the audience. You listen to audio tracks through earphones. Something that is loud enough to hear is audible.

   Latin root for hear: ___ ___ ___
   7

5. Greek root for light. A photograph is a picture made with light-sensitive film. Green plants use photosynthesis to turn sunlight, water, and air into food to grow. A photocopy machine uses light to make copies.

   Greek root for light: ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

BONUS Write the numbered letters in the spaces below to spell out the Latin phrase that means conversely or on the other hand.

1 2 3 4 1 4 5 6 7

Use two roots to finish the sentence:

Movies are my favorite ___ ___ i o ___ ___ u a l form of entertainment.
Cloze Call

Write the root that completes the unfinished word in each sentence.

1. Those who look terrific in pictures are very _______genic.
2. If I had X-ray _______ion, I could see through walls.
3. The room was too cold so he turned up the _______ostat.
4. Little kids like to con_______ towers out of blocks.
5. The volume was so low it was in_______ible.

Use an answer from above in a sentence of your own.
Underline the word with the root in your sentence.

__________________________

Draw a picture for your sentence to help remind you of the word's meaning.
Word Search: Mystery Idiom

Read the clues. Write the answers on the lines.

1. This Greek root means heat. _____ _____ _____ _____
2. This Latin root means build. _____ _____ _____ _____
3. This Greek root means light. _____ _____ _____ _____
4. This Latin root means hear. _____ _____
5. This Latin root means see. _____ _____

Circle your answers in the puzzle. Search down, across, and on the diagonal.

BONUS On the lines below, write the letters you did not circle in order from left to right, top to bottom.

____ __  ____ __  ____ __  ____ __

This Latin idiom literally means "to the point of nausea," implying "to an excessive degree." Use the idiom in a sentence.

________________________________________________________________________
Root Crossword Puzzle

Read the clues. Use the roots in the box below and what you know about them to complete the puzzle.

LATIN ROOTS: aud, struct, vis
GREEK ROOTS: photo, therm

CLUES

ACROSS
1. This art form requires a camera.
3. I wear glasses to correct this.
4. This will keep soup hot on a cold day.
5. What you can't see is this.
8. A building
10. Cranes, diggers and other tools are used in this.

DOWN
2. The whole school met for an assembly here.
6. A duplicate
7. This will tell you if you have a fever.
9. Listen to this.

On the back of this sheet, choose two or more words to use in a single sentence.
Word Cards

- Complete the word cards.
- Cut them out and tape or staple them to index cards.
- On the back, illustrate one word for each root.
- Add the Root Picture Card (page 57) from your teacher to the front or back of the card.

**LATIN ROOT** *aud*

Means ____________________________

Words I know with *aud*:
1. *Audience* means ______________
2. *Audio* means ______________
3. *Auditorium* means ______________
4. Other words I know with *aud*:
   ____________________________

**GREEK ROOT** *photo*

Means ____________________________

Words I know with *photo*:
1. *Photocopy* means ______________
2. *Photography* means ______________
3. *Photosynthesis* means ______________
4. Other words I know with *photo*:
   ____________________________

**GREEK ROOT** *therm*

Means ____________________________

Words I know with *therm*:
1. *Thermometer* means ______________
2. *THERmos* means ______________
3. *Thermostat* means ______________
4. Other words I know with *therm*:
   ____________________________

**LATIN ROOT** *struct*

Means ____________________________

Words I know with *struct*:
1. *STRUCTure* means ______________
2. *Construct* means ______________
3. *Infrastructure* means ______________
4. Other words I know with *struct*:
   ____________________________

**LATIN ROOT** *vis*

Means ____________________________

Words I know with *vis*:
1. *Vision* means ______________
2. *Invisible* means ______________
3. *Visual* means ______________
4. Other words I know with *vis*:
   ____________________________